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Abstract

This thesis presents a rigorous development and proof of 
convergence for an algorithm which solves simultaneous systems 
of nonlinear equations. The algorithm was described by Baker 
(1980), and is shown to be related to algorithms by TuIk 
(1976) and Rijckaert and Martens (1976). Based on the 
structure disclosed in the proof suggestions are made to 
aid the implementation of the algorithm with special atten
tion to problems in chemical equilibrium.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION
The solution of all but the simplest systems of nonlinear 

equations usually involves an iterative method which locates 
the solution points as regions of stability for the iterative 
function. Baker (1980) has proposed such a method, which can 
be applied to systems of continuous algebraic equations with 
strictly positive variables. This algorithm has met with 
success in the small sampling of problems on which it has 
been used, most of them stemming from the conditions for 
chemical equilibrium. Based on this experience, the algori
thm has been described as both robust and fast. That is to 
say, the algorithm is insensitive to starting values and 
converges in a relatively few steps.

Why this favorable behavior of the algorithm occurs, 
and whether or not this behavior has been due to fortuitous 
problem selection, has been a subject for conjecture among 
those using the technique. These conjectures have been 
limited owing to the lack of an analytic framework in which 
to consider the method. This work begins to address this 
area by providing some of the basic analysis on which to 
base opinions about performance.

The first step is, and must be, a proof of convergence 
for the proposed algorithm. Hitherto, convergence has been
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asserted from an analogy to the condensed geometric pro
gramming problem and from the several successes achieved.
The analogy to geometric programming is not unfounded; 
among other features, it is expressed in the use of inter
mediate variables, known as weights, in the iterative 
process. These weights cloak in part the operation of the 
algorithm; this feature is removed as a part of the proof, 
resulting in a simple iterative form where each successive 
vector relates directly to its predecessor. It is this 
result which forms the basis for a new set of conjectures 
about the technique which forms the balance of this work.

As a result of the proof and the simplified form. Baker’s 
method can be related to two other techniques? Rijckaert and 
Martens' (1976) and Tulk’s (1976). From these, a series of 
suggestions are made as to when and how the algorithm could 
be used to best advantage. The chemical equilibrium problem 
can then be considered as an example of an extension of the 
general properties, and the success achieved with these 
problems explained. Finally, some general conclusions and 
suggestions are offered about further study of this and other 
possibly related algorithms.



CHAPTER 2

PROOF OF CONVERGENCE 
Before attempting to prove the convergence of Baker's 

algorithm (Baker, 1980), it will be useful to begin with 
some preliminaries regarding notational conventions and the 
arithmetic-geometric inequality. The proposed algorithm 
will be rigorously developed for a general set of algebraic 
equations, drawing on this material, then demonstrating that 
the algorithm will tend to converge to a solution of these 
equations.

To avoid unnecessary complexity in the writing of the 
mathematics, two conventions will be helpful:

Range Convention. When a small Latin subscript occurs 
in an expression, it is understood to take all the values 
1,2,...,N, where N is the dimension of the space.

Sum and Product Convention. When a small Latin subscript 
occurs in a summation or product of terms, it is to be 
understood to take the values 1,2,...,k . The value of k 

will be noted above, and the running index below, the symbol 
for the sum (z) or product (n). If no value of k is noted, 
it is assumed that k=N, thus :
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n a , = a t . a 0 . . aMj 1 2 ... N

The inspiration for the algorithm is in the arithmetic- 
geometric inequality, which can be stated as (see Beightler 
and Phillips, 1976 p. 55)

is. u1 > nu. 1

where the IL 's are arbitrary positive terms and the 6^'s 
are arbitrary weights subject to the normality condition

If the substitution y^ is made in Equation (1),
then the inequality becomes

ô .
ï l )  (3 )
5il

still subject to Equation (2). Here the weights to be used 
are defined to be

= (

\2ui/
1 | (4)

It will be useful to consider the properties of such weights. 
Derived will be a somewhat different condition for the equal-
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ity condition of Equation (3) to hold than that noted by 
Duffin, Peterson, and Zener (1967).

Lemma I :
The equation =/ \1 "W

defines (A) A system of weights satisfying Equation (2), and 
(B) Conditions for the strict equality to hold in 

Equation (3); that is r
5,

— nfujl (5)
1 i t 57 I

Proof of (A):
Equation (4) defines a system of weights satisfying 

Equation (2). Starting with Equation (4) and summing both 
sides from 1 to N, we have :

z5i =z;/ Vjl
1, ZWi j
'i
Zy .

= i (6)

or

Zy . 
i 1

Z5 = 1 , Q.E.D. (7)
i 1
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Proof of (B):
Equation (4) defines conditions for the strict equality 

(Equation (5)) to hold. Begin by substituting Equation (4) 
into the denominator of the right-hand side of Equation (3)

i •L

Substituting the result of Equation (2) into Equation (8) 
gives

and (B) is proven with the recovery of Equation (5).
Note that this lemma does not actually use the arithmetic- 

geometric inequality, and thus conclusions stemming from it 
are independent of this relationship. Now consider applying 
this result to an algebraic equation of the general form

i i

Z6 . 
(Zy . ) iJ -L (8)

<5
(9)

i
simplifying gives

(10)
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h (x) ez c.nx. J (ii)*" J 
t j

where c >0 for t=l,2,...,T, x .> 0 for j=l, 2, . . , , N, and a+. .^ J vJ
is unrestricted in sign. Notice that this function is 
continuous and differentiable to degree n .

Corollary to Lemma I :
For cJ_> 0, t=l,2,...,T and x ^ O , j=l, 2, . . . ZN, it isJ

asserted that

ctnxj (c)

where

» ,  i n : tj (D)h(X)

Proof:
^ t iSince c, >0 and x.>0, each term c n x . >0. Therefore,% J t. J

let

Ut = ct^xjatJ (12)

Using Lemma I, substitute Equation (12) into Equation (5) to 
get

T “tj T / “tj \ 5t
2C n x . = IIIc^.nx. ! , (13)

J I ■*- j Jt J ■ 1— 1
«t
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which proves (C). Substituting Equation (12) into Equation 
(4) gives

“tj

eg nx. J 
f  j  J

Note that the denominator of Equation (14) is the definition 
of h (X) given in Equation (11). Substitutingz

which proves (D). It is asserted but will not be shown 
here that this Corollary can be shown for less restrictive 
conditions (viz., c^ and both unrestricted in sign, 
provided a^j is rational).

It is now possible to consider the development of an 
algorithm for the solution of a general system of nonlinear 
algebraic equations. To be considered are those equations 
of the form

P a n i  3 a s iEC nx. P -Ec nx. — 0 , (16)
p pi 1 S sj J

where the c's are positive coefficients, the a 1s are expon
ents of unrestricted sign, and the x ‘s are positive variables; 
p is the number of positive terms and S the number of nega
tive terms. Often it will be convenient to present these
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equations as the difference of two positive functions

(17)

(18)

(19)

A simple manipulation of Equation (17) which will be 
useful later follows.

Lemma II:
The equation f (X)- g(X) 

assuming g (X)^0.

Proof :
Start with Equation (17)

f (X) - g (X) = 0 
= g(x)

= 1 (assuming that g(X)^O)

= In 1

= 0 , Q.E.D. (20)

Note that the use of natural logarithms is not necessary;

f (X)
f (X) 
g(x)

j.n f (X) 
g(X)

= 0 and In ^ = 0 are equivalent.

f (X) - g(X) = 0 ,
where a

f (X) e Ec nx.p pi 1
Pl

and

g (X) E Ec nx .
s J J

S J
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other bases would yield the same results. However, the use 
of natural logarithms avoids the introduction of superfluous 
constants later.

Consider a system of N equations and N unknowns where 
each equation is of the form of Equation (17), and the 
functions f (X) and g (X) are defined by Equations (18) and (19) 
respectively. If m is taken as the dummy variable numbering 
the equations from 1 to N, the system of equations in vector 
form can be denoted as

fm (X) - gm (X) = 0 , (21)

applying Lemma II to each of the N equations gives
f (X)

m  ÿ x T  = 0 (22)

which will be referred to as the logarithmic form. By apply
ing the Corollary to Lemma I to Equations (18) and (19), one 
can write the functional components of each of the N equations 
as either

fm (X)  ̂| Cpmf  i0511"
r ' pm

apim X ôpm
(23)

where 6 is defined as pm



where ;m is defined as

sjm
(26)

9 m (X)

Substituting Equations (23) and (25) into Equation (22) gives
6 .

P.
n

In P
Cprrr X i

'pirn

\ jm.

®fcsm!5xJClsjm
COsm

pm

Ü)sm [•] •
(27 )

with Equations (24) and (26) still defining the weights. 
Expanding the logarithm in Equation (27) yields

P/.
Inn

p
jsm

\5 p m  P /  
+lnH nx.

i
'pirn ^  ^ /c- In n  I sm

\*sm
S 1(0r=m/

- in n  f n x . 
slj

a s 1m X sm =roj.
(28)

Rearranging gives

Pm s Vc \
Inn  j wom | - In n  sm 

5 K^smj

Inn pm j
L nv j

^sm P apim ^pm S 
t ln n  nx . - in n n x .

p i 1 s. :
asjm ^sm

, - M
;(29)

which simplifies to
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Pfc \ \-Wsm ^ ^In n Dm IT sm  +EZa . â ... In x .-ZZa . w In x .
p V p m j  4 s J  P i P l m P m  1 ^  SJm ^  i

= 0

(30)

Expanding into the sum of two vectors and interchanging the 
order of summation

P
In H 

P
c | Pm S /  ̂u)sm
pm 1 n ( sm

\ pm. S V^sm,
::«pim*pm 1" =i-::«sjmWsm In =ip js j

(31)
] -Hr

Changing the index of summation j to i, and subtracting the 
products from both sides

f  apxm5pm ln *i-“ asim“sm ln xiip IS
in n |f2mfpm » - r “ T
_ P ̂ 5 pm) ^smi

(32)

Factoring out the (In x^) terms on the left-hand side of the
equation

2apim5pm-2asimü)sm j "̂n Xi .
\P ^ / J

- In ii >cpm
PtScm S to)sm

— 1
(33)

Expressing the left-hand side as a vector product 
P S
^apim5 pm ^sim^smm|[ln Xï]= -

P
In n 

p
frnfP"1 n|Cs m r Sm
15pm, s lajsmJ

(34)
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At this point, an iterative scheme is introduced by
chosing initial values for the unknowns to calculate the
weights, then using these weights for the evaluation of new

t  Î"!values of the unknowns. If the values used in the k 
iteration are denoted by , and the values arrived at
from these are x(k+1)^ then the iterative step can be 
stated by imposing this notation on Equations (24), (26), and
(34) to give

Jk) apim
S m

pm

tiism

(k) asim 
'sm i

gm(x(k))

(35)

(36)
and

P
Z a o -

S
Z a dipirrrpm ~ sim sm p s

In i r 1] - P r
— In IT 

P

pm S
pm
pm

HI sm
-sm

(37)

The iterative scheme can be outlined in four steps :
Step (1) Select an x vector, and solve for the

weights in Equations (35) and (36).
Step (2) Substitute the weights for Step (1) into

Equation (37) , and solve the system of linear 
equations for the |_ln x ^ + ^̂ J vector.
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Step (3) Exponentiate the values in the [in x + J  
vector to give an vector.

Step (4) If this new vector agrees with the
vector within tolerance, stop; otherwise
return to Step (1) using the _ vector.

With the algorithm established, the approach to proving 
convergence is to eliminate the weights in Equation (37) by 
substitution of Equations (35) and (36), then to simplify the 
iterative step to a form where the variable values in each 
step are a direct function of their predecessors. First 
the right-hand side of Equation (37) will be expanded and 
rearranged

P S ;

sim sms
In x'k+1)

In
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- in n m
S asjmü)sm

x n n x . g ( x VJX/ )
s j J m

= !£Sapim5pm ln lnU?i p

^ ( k) ̂  )
-ÏEosjm“sm ln xj +Eusm ln gm (X > 

S J  s _

p g
EEapim5pm ln -EE“sjm“sm lnpi s J J

“ p s

~ p Spm ln fm (X<k)) + E“sm ln gm (x(k))s

El Za . <5 iIn ^  -E I Ea . w lln
i\p pim pm I i j |s'3im smj j

-In fm (x(k)) L  + m  gm (x(k)) L sm
P S

( 38 )

Changing the dummy variable of summation j to i z and recal-
P S

ling from Lemma I, Part (A), that E6 = 1  and Ew = 1,p p m  s s m
then
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2apim5pm ^sim^sm 
P s E -  - 5:|Xo_._6 tin xy'-zl la . w<ki J

li\p
pirn pm i . sim sm i s

In xjk)

/P
Za (k)S - Za . to In x pim pm sim sm i

\P  s

- jln fm (X(k) )- In gm (X(k) )

p P l m  P ™  s , ^  - (kT sim sm I i

i„ £ . ,x0° 1 (39)

Lemma H I :
For <5 defined as in Equation (35) pm

to defined as in Equation (36) sm A
fm (^) defined as Equation (2 3) evaluated at X ^

fk) !#■ 1gm (X ) defined as Equation (25) evaluated at X

then for each element (i,m)
fm (x(k) )

P S

^ s i m 6pm - S»pim“s» = ' ^  ' (40)
P 5 3 in x{k >
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Proof:
Substituting for the weights in the left-hand side of 

Equation (40) with Equations (35) and (36)

P S P c ïïx̂  p:Lm S c IT5# asim
Ea . Ô -Ea . w = Ea . pmj 1 -Ea . Smi 1_____pim pm sim sm pirn— ------ 7ZT _ sim .P S P f (X VKJ ̂ S g (X1 ̂  )

m "m

V fm (x(k)^
““pim^pm3?35! p i

2a . c xn(k?sim
9m (X >

(k) J  Is Slm smi 1
(x <k) )

(41)

Recalling from calculus that a (in v) = JL when y>0, we make
3 y y

the substitutions

1 = 3 ln £m (x( , (42)
fm (X(k)) 3 fm (Xtk))

3 In gm (X(k)) (43)

9m ( X < k ) )  3 £m ( x ( k ) )

applying an inverse function theorem (Greenspan and Benny,
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and observing that

and

L  . c nit?**™1 = 3 gm (x(k)) (46)s Sim smu 1 ^

Equation (41) can be written as

= “Di»SD«-=“ “ = 3 ln fm (xU)) 3 £m (x(k)) 3 4 X)p pim pm s sim sm (k) (k) ' , ln x (k)
m i i

3 In g (X(k) ) 3 g <X<k) ) 3 x{k)— lu in x
3 g (X(k)) 3 xfk) 3 Inm i  i

(47)
Applying the chain rule yields

p 3 3 In x^K ' 3 In x f ’

or

= 3 (in fm (X(k))-ln gm (X(k))) ( (48)
3 In xjk )

f m (X ( k ) )

P S 3 in x{k)
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This is Equation (40), hence the Lemma is established.
Applying the result shown in Lemma III to each element 

in the square matrices in Equation (39), the form becomes

f (x(k))

3 In x .(k)
In x (k+l)

3 In
9 m (x(k))

3 In xjk) F- - 3

f (x(k) )mIn
l_9m(X 

(49)
(k)

The matrix of partial derivatives is the Jacobian of the
logarithmic function (the form of Equation (20)). Notation-

(k)ally, this will be expressed as J(In X ), hence 

J (In X (k) ) |Tn Xf +1] = J(ln X (k)) jln in £m (x(k))
®m^X (k)_) 

(50)

Multiplying through both sides by the inverse Jacobian 
(assuming an inverse exists) gives the result

In x.(k+ll _1 - J(In X (k)) In
f (x(k))m
^ m (x(k)i (51)

This result is the multidimensional analog of the method 
reported by Tulk (1976). As was noted there, this iterative 
equation is a Newton search of the logarithmic equations over 
the logarithm of the variables. Convergence of a Newton 
search is well established when the Jacobian is well defined
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such that the inverse exists and the starting point is close 
enough to the solution (Bazaraa and Shetty, 19 79, p, 293) . 
Under these conditions the search will arrive at the solution 
of the logarithmic equations. Recall that Lemma II showed 
the solution of the logarithmic equation is the same as the. 
original, algebraic system. Thus, Baker's algorithm will 
converge to a solution as the modified Newton search in 
Equation (51).

It should be noted that there are at least two other ways 
to effect this proof. The first way is to begin with the 
modified Newton search and follow the analysis presented here 
backwards to the proposed algorithm. This treats the method 
as a computational convenience in the implementation of the 
classical technique. Interestingly this approach eliminates 
the need for Lemma I, and thus completely removes the arith
metic-geometric inequality from the development. While the 
work has been inaccessible, there are suggestions (Beightler 
and Phillips, 1976 p. 335) that this line has been developed 
by Lidor.

Alternatively, this proof could be initiated with a
lemma by Passy (1972) which will be quoted here.

Lemma. Condensing a posynomial h(t) around a 
point z into a single term is equivalent to 
expanding log h(t) in terms of the variable 
vj=log(tj/zj) by a first order Taylor series 
around vj=0 , for all j.
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Having arrived at the condensed form, this lemma yields 
a first order Taylor series which can be solved exactly.
This solution defines the iterative step of a Newton search.
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CHAPTER 3

INTERPRETATION OF ANALYTIC RESULTS 
In addition to providing a proof of convergence for the 

proposed algorithm, it will be attempted to give some in
sight into the relationship of this to other methods and 
into applications of the technique. Investigation of these 
two points begins with reviewing two pieces of relevant 
literature, following which some suggestions can be made 
for the use of the algorithm. The two works to be considered 
are an article by Rijckaert and Martens (1976) which treats 
the solution of nonlinear equations resulting from a partic
ular source, and the other is the thesis by Tulk (1976) 
referred to previously.

Rijckaert and Martens present an approach to the solution 
of geometric programming problems with nonzero degrees of 
difficulty. Their approach involves forming the primal 
Lagrangian function and setting each of the several partial 
derivatives to zero. Of interest in this work is how the 
solution of these equations is effected. After analyzing 
the method proposed by Baker and reviewing this article, it 
becomes evident that the two techniques are identical.

The principle restriction on problems to be solved by 
these methods is that the variables must be strictly positive. 
As this restriction is also imposed in geometric programming.
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Rij ckaert and Martens chose to confine themselves to this 
genre. Unfortunately, the two skills required to perform 
the Rijckaert and Martens method, namely geometric program
ming and condensation, can be combined to produce a more 
efficacious solution through partial condensation of the 
primal problem. In point of fact, this method is probably 
preferable since the resulting search is over a smaller 
subproblem.

On the other hand. Baker arrived at the algorithm while 
seeking a solution to equations describing chemical equili
brium conditions, which also by their very nature require 
strictly positive variables. Baker, however, went on to 
point out that other types of problems meet, or might be 
made to meet, this condition, thereby generalizing the 
method.

As was discussed in the proof, the proposed algorithm 
is algebraically equivalent to the modified Newton search 
developed by Tulk (1976). The relationship of these two 
techniques could prove helpful to anyone wishing to analyze 
the properties of the algorithm by bringing to bear the 
considerable work on Newton's method. The comments which 
follow about the use of the method stem largely from consid
eration of the Newton search form.

The purpose now is to make several suggestions which
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might aid in the use of this algorithm. The principle goal 
of someone employing such a technique is that it converges, 
and relatively quickly. The importance of speed can be seen 
if a direct search is considered, where achieving the answer 
is a certainty but there is no indication of when. Thus, for 
all but the smallest problems, direct search is deemed 
impractical. In fact, a problem which is terminated as "non- 
convergent" is likely to be on a convergent path, but slow in 
reaching the result.

Of vital importance in assuring the best chance of success 
is to match the correct problems and algorithms. The Baker 
technique seems to work well on problems with higher-degree 
polynomials. Whether the high degree is generated by individ
ual variations being raised to high powers or by cross-product 
terms involving several variables is unimportant. It appears 
further that the number of equations with high-order terms 
seems far less important than the highest order of the terms 
that are present. Hard rules are difficult to come by, but 
reviewing conceptually why the algorithm operates better than 
a normal Newton search of higher-order terms might lend some 
insight.

Newton's method can be derived by approximating a 
function by a first order Taylor series and then solving the 
approximation exactly. Therefore, the better the linear
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approximation fits the function, the better the algorithm 
will operate. The modified function involving the higher- 
order terms tends to be far more linear than the original 
function. The linearizing of the function is affected in 
two ways ; by the formation of a ratio and by the use of a 
logarithm. The ratio divides any like variable with differing 
signs, reducing the effective degree of the variable, a 
feature which is useful in the solution of polynomials. How 
logarithms can be used to separate cross products and linear
ize power forms is well known; here the suggestion is that 
much of the same ability extends across a sum.

A final observation about the algorithm in general that 
seems to contribute much to its properties is that each 
element in the Jacobian matrix is bounded, since each entry 
in the matrix is a combination of constants and weights, and 
the weights are bounded by zero and one. Since each element 
is bounded, so is the matrix and its inverse.

No algorithm is a panacea, and, as Tulk pointed out, 
local externa are to be found in problems after the transfor
mation; thus, nonconvergence can occur in some examples. If 
this occurs, and one still contends the selection of the 
algorithm was correct, there are some alterations to the form 
and order of the equations which can help. These are discussed 
in the remainder of the chapter. In the same vein, these
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principles might be used initially to increase the changes of 
convergence on the first try. The suggestions address partic
ular causes for nonconvergence and will be discussed in that 
light. Two types of nonconvergence and the related problem 
of nonconvergence are discussed.

Nonconvergence occurs when the inverse Jacobian is ill 
defined owing to the Jacobian being singular. This renders 
the next step in the algorithm undefined. This problem is 
the easiest to detect and identify because of the character
istic catastrophic failure. It is always predictable, 
frequently bridgeable and often avoidable. Singularities 
are detected by considering when the value of the determinant 
of the Jacobian will be zero. The matrix elements will never 
change sign simplifying the procedure. If all the terms in 
the determinant are of one sign, no zero solutions are 
possible and the algorithm will always convey. With a sparse 
matrix, it is usually possible to rearrange the rows and 
columns (relabeling equations and renaming variables) in such 
a way as to eliminate singularities, or at least move them 
from the region of interest.

Woolsey (1980) showed the occurences of these singular
ities in an example for the method of Rijckaert and Martens; 
since the technique under discussion here is identical, 
the case applies here as well. Woolsey demonstrated the
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difficulty through the matrix

1 1 - 2 _

where 0 < ^ <1. The singularity in this example is intractable, 
but predictable. The evaluation of the determinate yields 

D = —5 2 5 ̂  + ô g — ( 2 ô 2 5 g — 6^5^)

= ô4 (ô ̂  ô 2) + 6 g (1 - 26^) (52)

For the singularity to exist the determinant of the matrixs 
must be zero, therefore,

Ô ̂  ( 5.' •£ — Ô. 2 ) + 5 3 ( 1 — 2 Ô ̂  ) = 0 (53)

Since the weights are strictly positive, this reduces to 
two conditions which must hold simultaneously

51 " 52 = 0 (54a)
1 - 26 = 0 . (54b)

solving gives 5^ = ^ and ô2 = h as reported by Woolsey (1980). 
Examples where singularities cannot occur are found in 
Chapter 4 and the Appendix.

If singularities are unavoidable, they can be bridged by 
using the inverse matrix from the preceding iteration. At 
first, this would seem to be a more simple-minded expedient 
than it is, but there is a rationale for it. Recall that 
each entry in the matrix is bounded; since two successive
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iterative steps lie within some finite neighborhood, each 
of the several derivatives must be in some finite neighbor
hood due to the analyticity of the function. The conjecture 
then is that, due to the existence of the neighborhoods and 
the bounded nature of the elements, each matrix inverse is 
related to its predecessor and successor, making the pre
ceding inverse a reasonable proxy for the ill-defined one.

Two forms of nonconvergence exist; one is asymptotic 
convergence/ the other cycling; both of these phenomena are 
due to the myopic nature of algorithms. The first of these 
is the easier to detect and treat. When an asymptote is 
encountered it is possible to the algorithm to follow it, 
moving closer to an apparent solution at each step. This 
can be detected because, as the change in the function 
decreases, the change in the value of the variable will in
crease. When this occurs, the space can be modified by 
inverting the ratios in some of the logarithmic equations. 
This is to say, an equation of the general form

would be changed to

What is sought is those equations in which the dominant

In 0. (56)f (X) j
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power of the diverging variable is negative.
Cycling is the most insidious form of nonconvergence; it 

is hard to detect, and harder still to resolve. Another 
starting point could solve the problem; trying to guess near 
the actual answer is sometimes a good tactic. Once changing 
the starting point is abandoned, any of the above alterations 
for changing the shape of the space might break the cycle, 
but it would be good to consider a new algorithm.
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CHAPTER 4

THE CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM PROBLEM 
The applicability of general geometric programming 

techniques to chemical systems was noted by Passy and Wilde 
(1969), who saw an analogy between, geometric programming and 
the law of mass action. The equilibrium problem consists of 
two types of equations; the linear form and monomial form. 
The monomial form results from thermodynamic considerations 
and are of the form

n x. bi
leP = K (57)

bJn x . 
jeR J

where and x. are moles of the it*1 and j species in the 
reaction, P is the set of product, R is the set of reactants, 
and K is a constant. This form is trivial since, after 
imposing the logarithms, it is linear! therefore, the solu
tions of the linear approximations for these functions are 
exact.

The linear form results from the mass and/or charge 
balances. These equations are of the form

I ai x. = (58)
iek
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where M, is the molar quantity of k in the system and a. isK 1
a stoichiometric coefficient relating the use of k in species 
i. These equations become nonlinear of the form

This discussion will concentrate on the equations of this form.
The argument for general convergence is based on bound

edness . Consider what happens if the variable associated with 
species I (lek), x,, in Equation (52), becomes very large 
compared to the others. In the limit, the equation could be 
expressed as

Thus, each of the variables in each linear equation 
approaches a linear asymptote in logarithmic space. Should 
this condition be approximated at any iteration, resolving

Equation (53) is convex downwards, this value represents 
an upper bound on x ^ . Notice that this bound is a physical 
one as well, because the ratio considers the stoichômetrie 
maximum of species I which can be made from the available 
mass of k. Recalling that the logarithm imposes strictly

(59)

(60)

or
In xI - In (M^/a^) = 0 (61)

Equation (54) in a Newton search suggests x
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positive variables, again a physical requirement of the 
chemical system, it is seen each variable is effectively 
bounded as 0<x^<inf^(M^/a^). Since the system is bounded 
asymptotic convergence is not possible. Thus, if the 
algorithm conveys it must either cycle or converge.

Convergence can usually be assured since the Jacobian 
in these problems is somewhat sparse; therefore, as was 
discussed in the last chapter, potential singularities can 
usually be removed. Recalling the boundedness of the 
Jacobian matrix, which in these problems is quite tight, it 
is seen that cycling is unlikely as well. This is since 
the linear functions are monotonically increasing with each 
variable while the monomial terms are either monotonically 
increasing or decreasing in any given variable. This form 
gives a well-structured space to search over (Bellman, 1970 
p. 205).

Consider the formulation of the ZnSO^-H^SO^-NaOH system 
represented by the equilibrium relationship (Cussick, 19 81
p. 200)

H 20 t OH" + H+
ZnSO^ Zn + SO^

HSO" Î H+ + SO- 

ZnOH+ $ Zn++ + OH"
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From these relations evolve four equilibrium equations, 
three mass balance equations, and a charge balance equation. 
In this example the charge balance equation was separated 
into the sum of the positive and the sum of the negative 
ions, both of which were set equal to a dummy variable. This 
results, therefore, in a nine by nine Jacobian. This matrix 
is

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 -1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 1 0
0 W 1 0 W 2 W 3 0 0 0 0
0 w 4 W 5 0 0 w 6 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 W 7 0 0 W 8 0 W9 -1

w 10 0 0 W 11 W 12 0 W 13 0 -1

This example illustrates some of the important characteristics 
of the chemical equilibrium problem. First, on the bounded
ness of the matrix, note that each element is either 0 , - 1,
1, or a weight w^ where 0<w^<l. Second, note that the 
matrix is only 32.1 percent dense. As a result of this, the 
determinant consists of only one term, since, with the excep
tion of the princip diagonal, each diagonal has one or more
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zeros. The evaluation of the determinant yields D=w^w^w^. 
Because each weight is bounded, as has been discussed, the 
determinant is bounded as 0<D<1, which suggests D^O.
Because the value of the determinant can be arbitrarily 
close to zero, a computational problem could still exist, 
however, it is far less likely than if a true singularity 
existed in the search region.

The conclusion is that, due to these factors, the algor
ithm should be successful on any chemical equilibrium 
problem for which a solution exists and the equations are 
independent.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Presented has been a proof for the convergence of the 

algorithm proposed by Baker. Based on the form revealed in 
this proof, several suggestions for the use of the algorithm 
are made. Among these are that the method seems to perform 
best on problems with higher-order terms, that singularities 
can often be avoided by reordering and renaming the equations 
and variables, and asymptotic behavior can sometimes be 
eliminated by inverting ratios in the logarithmic form.

The arguments concerning the use of the algorithm are 
extended to the chemical equilibrium problem; in fact, general 
convergence is asserted for these problems. The value of 
being able to solve this system should not be underestimated. 
In addition to the applications on the methane system and 
lithium extraction reported by Baker (1980 p. 29 and p. 37} 
this technique has also been used in studies of zinc electo- 
winning (Cusick, 1981) and chlorination of titanium carbide 
(Ojebuoboh, 19 81). There would seem to exist a high potential 
for the use of this technique in metallurgical and chemical 
engineering.

There are some investigations which could be undertaken 
to enhance the applicability of the algorithm. First would 
be a computational study to establish any computational
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superiority of Baker’s formulation over Tulk1s. In practice 
this computational improvement is needed to justify the 
greater programming difficulty with Baker's method, since 
Tulk's method can be done on very common Netwon's method 
codes.

Another area of computational work could be in the behav
ior of the algorithm when the problem has negative roots. If 
a variable is known or suspected to be negative, a simple 
transormation can render it into a proper form for the algor
ithm. These transformations can be made in one of two 
principal ways. If a variable (x) is known to be negative, 
the substitution y = -x will give a positive y . If the 
variable might be negative, a linear shift can be made, as 
y = x+M, where M can be either an arbitrarily large number 
or might have some meaning in the problem. For example, 
consider a change in units from degrees centigrade to Kelvin 
to assure positive temperatures. However, if a negative 
variable goes undetected, it would prove useful to find out 
how the algorithm might behave. This behavior might give an 
identification of the negative variable so that the transfor
mation can be made and the search reinitiated.

The other area which seems promising to explore is the 
selection of approximations and algorithms to be used on 
particular classes of problems. If one were interested in
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approximating the function to be solved, as in replacing 
transcendental functions with the algebraic form, the most 
computational compact form that give the desired accuracy 
should be chosen. Baker indicates that truncated Taylor 
series, together with Tchebycheff economizations, were 
unsatisfactory replacements for transcendentals in this 
method. An approximation which might prove useful is the 
Fade form. Fade approximations are rational-function 
analogs of the Taylor polynomial approximations (Cheny, 1966 
p. 173). The resulting form, the ratio of two finite poly
nomials, is amenable to the algorithm, and generalized forms 
in uniform or least-squares normed space (Wall, 1948).

Even if approximations are not included explicitly, many 
iterative algorithms have them as inherent features. An 
example is in the Newton method which solve exactly a linear 
approximation to the problem at each step. One of the 
reasons for the success of the Baker form is that it linear
izes and thus makes the problem more suitable to the Newton 
algorithm. It would seem other such transformations must 
exist. Even without transformations, it would seem solutions 
could be aided if algorithm selection heeded the relation
ship of the form of the problem to the algorithm.

As an example, consider the possibility of reforming 
functions as ratios. Any function which is the sum of
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several elements can be split into the sum of two functions. 
If the function is written as

assuming in both cases that g(X) ^ 0. These transformations 
could prove useful in the solution of high-ordered single
variable polynomials, using the ratio to reduce the effective 
order to make the system more suitable to a Newton search.
The specific example is unimportant, but the idea of seeking 
transformations-to fit the problem to a solution method 
appears quite promising.

f (X) + g (X) = 0 (62)
it can be rewritten as either

(6 3)
or

f (X) ■+• c (X) 
g(x) o (64)
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APPENDIX

A SAMPLE FORMULATION OF CHEMICAL 
EQUILIBRIUM PROBLEM

As an example of how problems in chemical equilibrium 
are fitted to this algorithm, a textbook problem (Adamson 
1973 p. 381). The problem and its solution are of no 
particular interest, but it is illustrative on the applica
tion of the technique. The question involves the thermal 
decomposition of pure HCl(g) at one atmosphere. Three reac
tions are said to govern this system

where i is the chemical species, three equilibrium equations 
can be written

Kpi
Kp2

2HC1 £ H2 + Cl2 Kp3

If the partial pressure of each species is denoted as P^,

K

K

P 2

pi

(66)

(65)

Kp3 (67
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Next the sum of the partial pressures must equal the total 
pressure of one atmosphere

PH + PH2 + PC1 + PC12 + PHC1

Condensing as per Lemma I gives

H 6 , fP„H. (P_Cl\

where, letting

PCl2\64 /PHClV5 = 1

(68)

(69)

PT PH + PH2 + PC1 + PC12 + PHC1

H (70)

H. (71)

PCl (72)

Cl. (73)

and
HC1 (74)

Finally, two mass balance conditions are combined to give one 
equation. The reasoning is that since the system began as
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pure HCl the moles of H in the system must equal the moles 
of Cl or

PH + 2PH 2 + PHC1 = PC1 + 2PC12 + PHC1

simplifying

(75)

PH + 2PH 2 * PC1 + 2PC12 

Condensing both sides of Equation (76) gives

(76)

where

and

H f 2PH.
\ 7

2PCl.

H
PH + 2PH,

2PH2
PH + 2PH.

Cl
PC1 + 2PC1.

2PCl.
PC1 + 2pci.

(77)

(78)

(79)

80)

(81)

Taking algorithms of Equations (55), (66), (67), (68), and
(77) yields

2In (P„) - In (P ) = In K .n2 P (82)
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21n (Pcl) - in (Pc ) = in Kp2

ln *PH2  ̂ + ln P̂C12) 21n (PHCl) Kp3

(83)

(84)

lSlln P̂H^+'52ln P̂H2^+53ln P̂Cl^+54ln P̂Cl2'+55ln P̂HCl^
<5 1 6 9 Ô n 5 . Ô ^

In (6̂  •L02 63 04 <S5 )
and

ô6ln P̂H) +<S7ln «Ph 2) _08ln ̂PC1) “69ln P̂Cl2)

In ^ 8 ' 5 8 N 9
2-1

or in vector form

2 -1 0 0 0 ln(PH ) In k pi
0 0 2 -1 0 ln(P„ ) 

2
In KP2

0 1 0 1 -2 In(Pcl) = In KP3

51 ô2 53 ô4 55 ln(Prl ) 
2

In (51
f

J 6 &7 58 59 0 ln(PHCl) In (66

(85)

(86)

61, 52 S3 54 55,
2 S3 4 5 )

’ll’]7 -58il9'|-59i
. 2.| 8 I 2 j J

(87)

The algorithm can now be applied with Equation (87) filling 
the role of Equation (37) and Equations (70), (71), (72),
(73) , (74) , (78) , (79), (80), and (81) being the weights
in Equations (35) and (36).


